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CC Luton Summer (Medieval Penance) Tour 2012 
 

The Club President, Phil (likened to Robert Mugabe by the club coach) like Scott (no, the 

explorer, not that bloke from Henlow!) exacted a lengthy process to attract the right crew to 

join him on this, possibly, his ultimate expedition through France. But unlike Scott, Phil as 

accommodation and subsistence authority employed email to achieve selection of his A-team: 

 

Martin Badell: Engine, navigator, time manager 

Kenny Cooper: wind blocking spare engine 

Dave Hard: Translation oracle, back-up navigator, mechanic, pharmacist 

Pat Coleman: Positivist, rear signaller, 1
st
 expendable (should the others need to escape) 

 

This 8-day tour completed a 550-mile route between Lyon & Luton.  

 

Preparation 

All was going well, where Phil had devoted his days to a precise mixture of dehydration 

cycling, overeating and afternoon beer drinking. But a severe calamity was to occur. The 

nerves had got to Kenny when he realised that the French don’t sell cheesy wotsits, this 

realism brought on the need for urgent surgery!  

Phil attempted to fill Kenny’s pedals but there were no other takers in the club for this ordeal 

of; sunshine, quiet lanes, fine wine, oysters and recovery larger. 

Stoically, the remaining group of four, went forward alone for the honour of Club and Country 

(well North of London anyway). 

They were up at 4.00am to set-off for their local airport. PC had to coerce his driver out of bed 

with sweet tea, pleasantness, whilst appearing to make it look like he wasn’t hurrying her.  

At the airport PC was alone and felt isolated without a person to follow. Luckily DH was on 

hand to calm PC by shouting “put your glasses on” “otherwise you’ll get the wrong check-in 

desk!” DH then disappeared, which made PC wonder whether he was part of a covert 

operation into Euroland. 

In the departure lounge, the gang of four appeared to make their meeting look like a complete 

accident, which was in fact the case! 

MB & DH worried PR by openly confessing that they were carrying swimming trucks. PC 

thought that PR feared appearing to look like a Tri-eventer, but no, Phil explained that he had 

previously swum in cycling shorts (Perhaps that is how the mankini was invented?). 

They sat on the back seats of the plane, for priority feeding. 

 

 

Arrival 

They stepped off the plane into summer sunshine of 20°C at 10.30am, they all grinned. 

From outsized baggage, they trundled their boxed bikes through arrivals, to be confronted by 

machine gun carrying Police, who strolled around looking bored and redundant. They 

zigzagged to the changing room last used on the 2008 tour; the basement of a multi-story car 

park, which for their arrival was empty and impeccably clean.   

They changed and assembled their bikes within 15-mins and were off. Within 5km of the 

Bordeaux Airport, they were cycling in a suburban forestry area, three lined-out behind MB. 

Conscious of the timing of their ferry crossing across the Gironde, MB pressed-on, covering 

the first 17-miles before lunch within 45-mins. 

Stopping at a cafe they ordered their 1
st
 beer and when they asked for a menu, the owner 

apologised that the Panini machine was broken, so they moved on to enjoy a 3-course ‘plat 

de jour’, for 15€, which included  wine!  

All was good except that the waiter wanted to give them translated menus and talk to them in 

English! What the hell had happened to the Gallic pride of the French! 

 

After lunch, they headed for the ferry into the Medoc. Again lined-out behind MB, they flashed 

past vineyards and chateaus, unfortunately, the shutter speed on DH’s eyes was not quick 
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enough to see the buildings or landscape.  But, job done, they rolled onto the ferry seconds 

before it set off between Soulac-sur-Mer and Royan. 

On the ferry they sat on the sundeck drinking coke looking at the view; both beach fronts 

looked good, fore and aft, and jet skiers played in the wake of the boat. What they were to 

find out later was that there was a forest fire 20-miles down the shore they had just left. 

As the boat docked PC pointed-out a blonde carrying a heavy case, PR took it off her and 

lead her down the stairs into the car desk, unfortunately for her, she was a foot passenger 

and PR had helped her into the wrong area, ah well, it’s the thought that counts. 

 

Once off the ferry, the traffic was slow and PR complained that his gears were grating, DH 

promised to take a look at them at the hotel. They cycled down the inside and found the 

problem; a dirty great tractor with a huge plough, taking-up the whole street. Royan is a 

holiday town and so MB realised that the farmer was only there to piss-off the tourists. This 

made MB angry and when he’s angry he cycles faster! Lined out doing 27mph into a breeze, 

PC was just about to ask for a break when DH shouted “That’s it, that’s our hotel” as we were 

motoring past it. They had reached La Gua quicker than they’d expected, so that gave them 

time to recover: 

 

 
 

 

At dinner, they sampled local oysters as part of a quite expensive but disappointing meal. PR 

ordered a second bottle of red wine especially for the cheese course, however, the wine didn’t 

arrive. When the Madame of the hotel realised the hotels error, PR ordered wine for the 

desert, which the Madame confirmed would be at no charge and additionally she brought 

them all a special glass of pear liqueur, which was a delicacy to enjoy. 

 

Even at 11.00pm we all learned that the meal had to end with a coffee “it’s the full stop to any 

meal” 
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Day 1 
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The start to Day 2 was hotter then they’d expected it was 25°C at 9.00am and before 

departing, DH checked-out PRs gears and realigned the chain, which improved matters but 

MB pointed-out that PR shouldn’t have bought a rear cassette from dhb. Suitably educated, 

PR took-up his position and they set off. The Madame  wished them luck in the ‘shaal’ which 

MB took to mean ‘shimmering heat’. 

 

The morning bought a slower pace and they cruised through Charente-Maritime and its open 

country lanes, toward Rocheford, where the countryside changes from oyster beds and 

vineyards to sweet corn canal ways, stopping on a suspension bridge over the Le Charente, 

used especially for pedestrian traffic and motor bikes: 

 

 
 

 

 

After the footbridge the roads were flat, roman straight and where the heat of the day 

increased and so they ate their Pat de jour in the shade and talked about how gay the 

commentators were on the Olympics, during which discussion, MB tried-on PRs specs, which 

was soon to haunt him. 

After lunch, they went back into the countryside and the mid-day temperature reaches 45°C. 

MB looked for a detour and took the squad down a lane which became an unmade track and 

MB was recommended to go to Specsavers before doing anymore map reading. 

This poor road caused the first puncture which DH was to accept and while PR held his bike 

MB and PC stood around eating juicy blackberries.  

During the repair PR heightened DHs motivation by comparing the track they were on to the 

Strada Bianca. In DH replacing his back wheel PR complained that his willy had been 

touched! 
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That afternoon was hot! They all exclaimed in turn as they rounded one corner of a hedge 

lined lane onto a road when they were each hit with a draft of intense heat. Luckily, down the 

road, they found a bar in the middle of nowhere for a beer and a break from the sun. They 

found this cafe to have an incredible volume of custom, probably because it was the only 

place in 50miles for: beer, fags, lottery, gambling and post. It was clearly giving people exactly 

what they wanted, stuff they should avoid. 

After this well earned break the four continued into the Vendee towards St Hermine through 

terrain that was undulation and gave them views on the landscape. Not unlike yesterday, they 

hit upon the Clemotel on an industrial estate 5km outside of the town, which was used by 

basic business travellers and for conference facilities.  

The central area of the hotel was open plan and multi-purpose; lounge, dining, TV, pool table, 

reception, bar and refectory. After a shower they met in this central room to have a beer 

before going next door to a restaurant. 

As PR arose from his chair he arched his pelvis and emitted an ear piercing fart. “I can’t 

believe you did that” said MB, PR thought they were sufficiently alone but MB thought the 

noise would travel and PC thought it not dissimilar to a fire alarm signal.  

The hotel was cool so they were all taken aback by the heat of the day as they walked to the 

adjacent restaurant. 

The staff from the hotel were also the only staff in the restaurant. PR again ordered an oyster 

starter and PC went for the main course which was an offal sausage, not appetising or 

palatable, especially as the others likened it to a donkey’s tojjer. 
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Day 2 
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They were pleased to settle a bill at half the value of Moulin-de-Chalons, the night before. 

After breakfast PC was sent into the hotel to ask in Patalan, for the staff to open electronic 

gate as the other three didn’t know what to call it in French and off they headed North East, 

through Chateauneuf, to La Ferriere. The morning was hot and the road lacked any shade, 

the roads were flat and straight, taking them through fields of sweet corn and irrigation dykes. 

Before lunch, the heat was getting to them and they stopped in the cover of a lone bush. PR 

cunningly adopted Arabian headwear in order to cool his throbbing bonce.  

 

 
 

That afternoon even the hardiest of riders was flagging, but without Kenny, MB was forced to 

lead them out, yet even he suffered from dehydration and under another solitary tree he too 

adopted Arabian headdress, which after a rest he wore instead of his helmet: 
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At Marais Breton, they got onto a coastal bike route, which was a great joy as it meandered 

around lakes and cabins for sea fishing. This took them to Pornic which is a favoured resort 

for the French and the outskirts into it were built up of lanes of old fashioned holiday homes. 

They stopped for a beer in Pornic, which was enjoying thriving business in the late afternoon 

and watched the tourists promenading along the main street of waterside shops. They’d all 

ridden enough that day, but had another hour or so to ride to their hotel and order a beer, PR 

questioned MB on why he’d picked such a long route, MB explained that the reason for the 

distance was because PR had selected hotels which were off route. 

Pornic was full of; clean, young, well dressed French, unfortunately, the peninsular of St 

Gildas Point was not. 

In their hotel, Le Calluna, DH and PC went to their room to discover that they were to share a 

double bed. In their previous rooms, there was both a double and single bed, in which rooms 

DH and PC took turns in having the double bed, here there was no option!  

There was a knock at their door, PC opened it and PR asked “what type of bed have you 

got”? Yes they too were sharing a double. 

Whether the bed situation had confused them, after showering they took the wrong route to 

the restaurant and sat at a table in the main bar, they’d missed the restaurant.  They ordered 

a combination of salad, fish and wine from the menu, which was OK but in front of them was a 

gypsy family who were eventually served and gorged themselves on lobster, steak and 

oysters, they felt let down by this. 

That night DH heard a prowler out on the roof, it was PR in his boxers stumbling around and 

laughing. He was seeking a candid snap of DH and PC on their double bed, DH didn’t 

disappoint PR, but he was laughing so much, he couldn’t keep the camera steady: 
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Day 3 
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The next morning they rolled back towards Pornic to get on the coast, head North and cross 

La Loire suspension bridge and coming off it was their steepest decent of the day at 35mph. It 

was on this bridge that DH asked PR “do you think it would be possible to commit suicide by 

jumping off this bridge”? “Well, I could” said PR. 

 

 

 

 
Author of ‘Avoiding the appearance of Gayness’ 

 

 

That afternoon, the roads were clear and undulating, eventually, DH felt pity on MB and DH 

became  the first rider to depart from the crew’s tried and tested convention, yes, he took over 

at the front, through a very hilly piece of hot, open countryside. After many clicks, PC then 

feeling DH had done his bit, went to the front (which was a completely new experience for 

him) and offered to give DH a break, but DH said he was OK, yet tucked in behind PC. 

Cycling around Muzillac, they cycled a long stretch of main road which became increasingly 

busier, due to tourists heading for the coast and narrower, PC was therefore on the inside 

white-line preventing the ability of the others from drafting behind him. Due to the heat that 

afternoon road rage set-in, tempers started to fray and in that moment PR reacted to the poor 

service from PC as one of his selected crew members and he attempted to educate PC in the 
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art of cycling, but as some of us know, it’s pointless trying to educate an old Northerner 

whose been knocked off too many times. 

Then as MB had planned, they then took a left towards Ambon and left the main road to the 

cars.  

Feeling similar anger that makes MB cycle harder, PR took to the front and although he had 

been asking for the pace to be reduced when he was in the wheel, he did not show any 

hesitation and succeeded in dragging the others along towards Theix, when MB took back 

control. PR had dished-out Chapter 11 of his forthcoming book on cycling etiquette. 

As they twisted through a series of ponds for marketing different species of fish, PC had his 

own Specsaver moment, catching PR’s eye he said “Bird of Prey”, ‘Where are you looking’? 

“there” pointing upwards “that’s a plane”! 

MB took back lead control for the last 15miles, around the Golfe du Morbihan, a large 

expanse of water forming a coastal inlet. 

Yet again, they almost missed their hotel as they were circling a roundabout. 

Happy to be back in single beds, we shower and meet in the bar/restaurant 3-hrs before the 

French, so the staff wait on us while they eat their evening meals on an adjacent table. 

They spent the evening at their table, discussing their trek experiences so far. 

As an additional ‘full stop’ to the meal, after; beer, wine, 3-food courses and coffee, they 

decide on a night-cap and attempt to order pear liqueur. The staff being grumpy at the end of 

the evening (all the French left hours ago) they bring them large glasses of what looked and 

tasted like meth’s. PC had one sip and left it, DH & MB drank half of their glasses, but PR (as 

determined as ever) concluded “What I pay for I have”! 

Have it he did and joined DH in doing so with a fat cigar. 

 
The staff then kick them out into a windowless room and ignored them, so they DH, MB and 

PC went to bed, but PR stayed up to watch a film about Romans pillaging some country or 

other.   
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Day 4 
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At breakfast PC expected PR to have a baaad hangover, but none of it, he was fine. 

They all decide that today would be a club run and it was, but with its own interesting bits. 

North of Vannes is Plumelec, home to the Méléciens, of Brittany, where they ascended the 

climb as ridden in previous (proper) Tours. On the tarmac was road graffiti referring 

to 'Bernard Hinault 1985' as reference to his TDF prologue win that year (up that climb!). As 

they climbed the Plumelec, MB stretched ahead, PR lagged back and PC rode with DH, who 

was feeling the heat and the gradient. PR gained on them and DH shouted “Hav a word Phil”! 

“What’s he doing”? “We should be riding together”!  PR mumbled back at him as if totally 

blown, but as these three approached the finish line, PR spurted forward to pip DH, but DH 

was wary and held him off. 

Lunch was eaten in Saint Yves, in a large Louis IV hotel, on the bank of the river, across from 

a castle dating from 1008. This was an excellent venue with great vista and their only 

complaint was that the meals were too large! 
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That afternoon, full of good food, they set off to Josselin, St.Malo Trois Fontains.  

About 5-miles out of Mauron, MB decide to get more out of this short day’s ride and suddenly 

announced “Come on, I’ll lead you out” and up’d the ante. PC, as usual, was dangling off the 

back dreaming and before he knew it, they’d gone. PC followed marinating the gap and 

watched DH &PR being dropped, one by one.  

When they regrouped MB said “See! It’s not an easy ride to the finish for Cav is it”? 

 

arrived at their hotel in at about 2.30pm. Their first problem was ‘what the hell do we do now’? 

After unpacking and showering they walked around this one horse town, typical of France 

every place was closed, except for the supermarket and the only person there was the 

woman managing, unpacking and serving, who was dressed like a scientist/beautician. 

DH & PC didn’t realise it but MB & PR were shopping for fly screen and traps, apparently their 

room was full of flies, DH & PR didn’t go in to find out, maybe they were attracted to the pear 

(meth’s) that PR had finished off the night before? 

As the opportunity was there they took it and had an afternoon nap. 

They ate in the hotel where the madam was very precious and criticised the young waitress 

constantly. The madam had the attitude of having very high standards but like MB&PR’s room 

the dining area had more than enough flies and DH suggested bring down some fly paper to 

put over their table. 

The meal was, however, worth having; from its aperitifs to its full stop. 

After the meal, PC went outside to phone home from the park square opposite. All was so 

quite that PR, from his room window, asked PC to speak more quietly, then an old hatchback 

passed PC. The driver had filled the car with 4-girls who were laughing, screaming and 

shouting, what sounded like obscenities, at PC. The car drove off and PC continued with his 

call home, then he saw the 4-girls again, shouting and screaming, but this time they were 

being chased by a dog, PC wondered what the hell they’d been up to? 

From outside PC  had worked it out and confirmed when he entered his room, directly outside 

of their bedroom window was a large, blue flashing sign advertising the hotel, which came on 

at 10.00pm and as they were about to witness stayed on (and off) all night. 

PC must have been more tired than DH as he slept with the light and TV on, the light flashing 

and DH on the phone! 

DH was not to happy, he hardly slept! 
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Day 5 
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After a good breakfast, as usual, they each pay a quarter of the whole bill and set-off on their 

journey to the coast. North they headed into Cotes D’amour, stopping for lunch at a creperie, 

sitting outside in the ancient and pretty market town of Lanrelas, enjoining a fine lunch for 

E12. The entertainment was provided by 2-boys who were under no parental control and 

were generally arsing about. Every so often a grandparent would come out of a doorway next 

to the restaurant, reprimand them and shut the door on them. 

Before they set off for the afternoon, PR went back through the town to view the ruins on a 

Roman town, the other 3-waited, with little interest, but did now realise what they’d just 

passed and why people were walking around it 

 

 
 

 

That afternoon was very undulating but at Ploubaly, PR could see the coast and assumed 

they’d be at their hotel within minutes – wrong! 

Approaching St Malo, the road became busier and MB wanted to ensure that they kept to the 

right side of the Bossin de la Rance water way. So it was time to rest the map and let the 

Garmin of DH lead the way. So off they went for the last 3-miles which added on 20-miles to 

their journey as it lead them down pleasant lanes and tracks, one of which was again an 

unmade rumble track as the Strada Bianca. After this track was a steep climb and because 

PR had expected the finish an hour ago shouted “That’s it”, “I’ve had enough” (but he kept on 

going). This incident cheered the other 3, allowing DH to lead out in the front and round the 

corner there it was! The sign for St. Malo! Arms open wide, DH took the last sign of their tour. 

DH got huge stick for this excursion, adding a loop of 40% to the length of the direct route! 

They arrived at their last hotel of the tour, Logis la Grassinais and as it is only 4-miles from 

the centre of St. Malo, so rather than eat at this hotel, they took a taxi into the city to eat. They 

thought St. Malo to be an impressive coastal city, with ancient monuments and which even 

had a good beach resort. 

Whilst MB & PC awaited DH & PR to go into the town they witnessed a strange phenomena, 

looking at the sky, over a beer, they noticed that the main body of cloud was passing slowly 

left to right and that there was one cloud moving in the opposite direction? 
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They found a bar which had 600 different beers, run by a Belgian, who recommended a good 

restaurant, unfortunately, the Matradee thought them not well dressed enough, so they toured 

the town, having a couple of beers and settled into a pizzeria for a high carb meal, washed 

down with a couple of carafes of rose. 

After their taxi ride back to the restaurant, it was time to enjoy a bottle of champagne and for 

DH & PR to enjoy the last pair of cigars 
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Day 6 
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For PC the next day would be a cruise down to the ferry port to be collected at Portsmouth 

but the other three were determined to cycle all the way home. 

The ferry crossing was pan flat and, while the others lounged, PC sat on deck watching the 

sea, looking for whales/seal but only saw the Isle of Wight, which was a good deal longer than 

he’d expected. 

Over lunch, the 3-made PC feel as bad as they could about him not cycling home with them, 

he accepted that he’d be given a DNF! 

PC on the other hand offered to take them all home in his horse camper lorry to which PR 

pointed out “We’re members of a cycling club not a pony club”! 

The crossing took 7-hrs so left ample time for a well earned nap. PC sat back from the others, 

away from the corridor and in comfortable seating. Some guy was snoring, which PR 

presumed was PC, but as PC heard it, he knew that it wasn’t from him. 

At the Portsmouth ferry port, the 3 and 1 parted company. The 3-heading 30-miles to their 

B&B and PC went around the corner to his truck. 

Travelling out of Portsmouth, on the motorway, PC was aware that it was starting to rain and 

for some reason it made him smile. 

 

Day 7 
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The below is all PC knows about the 3’s 99-mile ride home in England:  
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Day 8 
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Well done Martin, for; the route planning, timekeeping, map reading and well tuned engine. 

Well done Phil, for booking the accommodation in advance and only getting double beds once 

( in a previous tour he’s managed a very good value room for 4-rides which only had 2-double 

beds!). 

Well done Dave for his Google translations and amazing Garmin detour 

Pat, well frankly he did nothing, well that’s reporters for you 

 

THE END 

 

 

Other books in the series, but by P Runeckles esq: 

 

Avoiding the appearance of Gayness.  

 

EAT you don’t know when you’ll get your next meal. 

 

If I’ve paid for it, I’m not leaving it. 

 

Cycling etiquette ‘not like that’!.  

 

Punctuating your food. 

 

Talking with noises, not words 

 


